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PREFACE

Contemporary Camboc/ian: Introc/uction is the product of a collaboration by the De
fense Language Institute, American University, and the Foreign Service Institute. It
had its origin in 1969 in a proposal written by Mr. Dale I. Purtle of the American Uni
versity faculty addressed to the Defense Language Institute which eventuated in a
preliminary version of the present volume. A DLI issuance in August 1970 entitled
"DL! Research and Development Plan" listed Cambodian as one of the languages in
which DLI had a need for additional learning materials. Miss Madeline Ehrman of FSI
envisaged an array of materials which would provide not only a beginning course in
Cambodian but also a handy reference manual on the grammar of the language, a practi
cal glossary, and intermediate materials to meet the special needs of individual s tu
dents or groups of students. Acting on the idea FSI proposed the preparation of Con
temporary Camboc/ian, of which this volume, written in its first f~rm by Mr. Purtle and
his associates at American University, has become a part. Mr. Lim Hak Kheang wrote
the dialogues and drills of the preliminary version at American University under the
supervision of Mr. Purtle and chose the topics for the lessons. Some grammar notes
were supplied by Mr. Purtle. Mr. Purtle has been helpful and cooperative throughout,
even though his own direct contribution was completed relatively early.

The present version has been edited by Miss Ehrman and Mr. Kem Sos at FSI. It
has also been expanded by the addition of reading and listening comprehension exer
cises written at FSI by Kem Sos and Lim Hak Kheang. The use of Cambodian script is
an innovation in this version.

Kem Sos enscribed the Cambodian of the early lessons and of the grammar notes
throughout. However, Mr. Hou Sisavann did the major part of the scribal work, especial
ly from Lesson 21 on. Kathryn Carlson typed the final version with some help from
June Callahan and Lim Hak Kheang. Mr. Kheang proofread the text.

Miss Ehrman's contributions to the work are numerous and varied. She edited the
original text produced at American University, suggested models for additional drills,
supplemented and annotated the preliminary version, wrote most of the grammar notes
(adapting some of Mr. Purtle's notes from the preliminary vers ion), and wrote the fore
word and the questions for the listening comprehension exercises. She took all of the
photographs which appear in the volume except the two in Lessons 9 and 49, which
were supplied by Mr. Kheang. She assisted Kem Sos in writing the pronunciation exer
cises and tape recordil~g them. Beyond these specifics she provided leadership and en
couragement which made a productive team out of a group of competent individuals.

The Foreign Service Institute is indebted to the Defense Language Institute, and
particularly to Dr. Roy M. Fallis, for the interest, cooperation and financial support
which have made this volume possible.

James R. Frith, Dean
School of Language Studies

Foreign Service Institute
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CONTEMPORARY CAMBODIAN

FOREWORD

I. Description of the Contents of This Book

This volume comprises the basic module of Contemporary Cambodian. There

are sixty lessons, each of which contains a dialogue, drills, and a list of the

words introduced in that lesson. In the first thirty lessons, the dialogue and

drills are written in a romanized transcription, and the dialogue is written a

second time in Cambodian script so that beginning students can practice reading.

Starting with Lesson 10, each lesson has a reading passage using words in that

lesson and in preceding lessons. Beginning with Lesson 31, the dialogues and

drills are written in Cambodian script, and the new word list at the end of

each lesson is arranged according to Cambodian alphabetic order. In each lesson

following Lesson 30 the dialogue is also written in transcription. Beginning

with Lesson 35, a short fable in print follows every five lessons so that stu

dents can begin to become familiar with the shapes of ordinary printed letters.

The vocabulary in these printed selections is not assumed for the regulary

lessons that follow; however, sUbsequent print selections assume the vocabulary

of everything that precedes them, whether handwritten or in print. Thus a

word introduced in reading selection B (following Lesson 40) will be reintro

duced the next time it occurs in Lessons 41 and following, but if it occurs in

passage C, D, E, or F, it will not be reintroduced.

The first forty-five lessons cover general topics like food, going to the

doctor, transportation, and the like. The last fifteen lessons, on the other

hand, treat military topics. Even non-military students can benefit from

studying these lessons, however, for the following reasons. First, and most

importantly, there are a number of useful structural points in them and a

great deal of very useful vocabulary, much of which occurs often in newspapers,

magazines, and the conversation of educated people. Most of this vocabUlary is

not specifically military, e.g. words like Isituation, university, to judge. I

Even the strictly military terminology is likely to occur in newspapers or

histories. In addition, the intermediate lessons of Contemporary Cambodian

will be written in such a way that they assume familiarity with the structures

and vocabulary of all sixty lessons in this book.
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CONTEMPORARY CAMBODIAN

II. Suggestions for Use

Before beginning the first lesson, students f3hould at least begin to work

on pronunciation, both in class with the teacher and in the tape laboratory

(or at home) with the taped pronunciation exercises that accompany this volume.

Some pronunciation work should be done concurrently with the first few lessons.

Each of the sixty lessons has a dialogue in which its main structural

points are introduced. Additional grammar points may be introduced in the

drills; new words are frequently introduced in the drills, and all the new

words in the lesson are presented together in the vocabulary at the end. An

effort has been made to keep new grammar out of the reading and taped comprehen

sion supplements, especially in the first thirty lessons.

There are many ways of teaching any set of materials, but one way that

seems to work well is as follows. First of all, avoid the use o~ anything but

Cambodian in the classroom as soon and as much as possible. To this end Lessons

I through 9 each contain a short section called IUseful Words and Phrases l

following the drills. These words and phrases should be learned passively at

once and also actively as soon as possible.

In introducing a new lesson, the new words and some structures in the

dialogue can be introduced, preferably without the use of English where possible.

This may require pantomime, charades, and some participation by students in

demonstrations. Students should learn to pronounce new words and phrases well.

The next step is to introduce each sentence of the dialogue so that the

students can repeat it fluently, without hesitation, and with correct pronun

ciation. The technique of backward buildup is especially helpful in building

fluency. For instance, a sentence like

khnom sok sabaay cia eh, coh look?

1 1m fine, how are you?

can be presented progressively as follows:

coh look?
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CONTEMPORARY CAMBODIAN

cia eh, coh look?

sok sebaay cia eh, coh look?

khnom sok sebaay cia eh, coh look?

This technique preserves the intonation of the sentence in every repetition of

the exercise. Note that the progressively added units should relate as closely

as possible to the structure of the sentence, so that a sequence like /eh, coh

look?/ would be less satisfactory than /cia eh, coh look?/.

It is usually useful for students to memorize dialogues, but it is not a

necessity if students can give the sentence fluently, without hesitation, from

a cue of some sort other than the preceding sentence of the dialogue. If the

teacher chooses to have students memorize dialogues, he may either have the

students learn the dialogues in class or he may simply have the students learn

to pronounce the sentences of the dialogues correctly in class and then memorize

them at home for checkup the next day.

Discussion of grammar points and other explanations that require English

should be done by a linguist if one is available. Since it is recognized that

a linguist may often be unavailable, fairly extensive grammar notes are included.

These notes often make cross references to the Grammatical Sketch, a companion

volume in the contemporary Cambodian set of materials. The Grammatical Sketch

includes information about the Cambodian sound system, word classes, sentence

formation, and vocabulary and usage. When the teacher finds he needs to give

explanations in English he might find it a good idea to reserve a special time

in the day so that the momentum of work in Cambodian is not interrupted at

other times.

The drills for the most part are of four types: substitution, response,

extension, and transformation. A substitution drill consists of a single

sentence type in which words or phrases are replaced. The first sentence is

presented, and the student repeats it. A cue word is then given, and the stu

dent must repeat the sentence again, but this time the cue word will appear in

the new sentence instead of some other word of the same structural class.

For example (T = teacher, S = stUdent):

T: khnom tiw saalaa

S: khnom tiw saalaa

IIlm going to school. I
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CONTEMPORARY CAMBODIAN

T: phteh

s: khnom t~w phteh

Ihouse, home I

11 1m going home. I

A response drill requires the student to respond to a question or a

statement of the teacher using the sentence type indicated in the model and

using the cue supplied by the teacher. For instance:

T: look t~w naa? (saalaa) IWhere are you going?1 (school)

s: khnom t~w saalaa

first sentence:

T: look parien nfw a8naa? (mpfn) IWhere do you teach? (Phnom Penh)

S: khnom parien n~w mp~n II teach in Phnom Penh. I

An extension drill is like a response drill except that it represents a

continuation of what the teacher has begun to say, using the sentence pattern

of the model and the cue, e.g.

T: khnom t~w phteh (rien)

S: ruoc khnom rien

first sentence:

T: khnom maal kasa8t (nam baay)

S: ruoc khnom nam baay

II go home I (study)

I then I study. I

II read the paper l (eat)

Ithen I eat l

A transformation drill requires the student to change the teacher's

stimulus sentence in the same way as the model sentence is changed. The

stimulus mayor may not include a cue. For example:

T:

S:

srok khnom tace? (look)

srok khnom tace? ciaD srok look

IMy country is cold. 1 (you, sir)

IMy country is colder than yours.'

first sentence:

T: laan kat thom (khnom)

S: laan kat thorn ciaD laan khnom

'His car is big.' (I)
if

'His car is bigger than mine.'
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CONTEMPORARY CAMBODIAN

students should not finish a lesson without being in fluent command of the

drills. This may require fairly frequent repetition. Before each drill is

done, any new words in it should be introduced, again without English wherever

possible. The model should be presented very clearly, so that students know

exactly what is expected of them. This may necessitate a good deal of gesturing

and repetition at first, but students will soon learn to understand the models

when they are given and will be able to go directly into the drill.

Fairly frequent changes of pace are desirable. Such changes can include

changing from drills to dialogue work, or vice versa, or making sentences

using new words, questions and answers (teacher to student and student to

teacher), controlled or free conversation as soon as students can manage it, or

interpreting exercises in which one student may act as interpreter for the

teacher and another student. Games like Twenty Questions and the like are

usually successful when the class is tired.

Anything the teacher can think ofo to vary the routine and yet to keep the

students using the language is welcome. In addition, the teacher may wish to

make up additional drills or other exercises. In no case, however, should the

drills, exercises) and dialogue memorization become an end in themselves. The

purpose of these materials is to train people to communicate in Cambodian. If,

unlikely as it may be, they can speak correctly and understand well without

learning a single dialogue or .doing a single drill correctly, they must be

considered to be doing satisfactory work.

These materials are designed for an intensive course in which students

have six hours daily of classroom time. They can also be used in a nonintensive

course, to be sure, but the time spent on each lesson will be longer. The

lessons can be studied intensively in two ways. If students study only speaking

and postpone learning to read Cambodian script, the lessons can be done at the

rate of approximately one lesson a day. Students should finish the volume in

approximately 15 weeks of study. Introducing script and giving reading lessons,

on the other hand, will ordinarily slow down the rate of study to 1 1/2 or 2

days per lesson for perhaps seven to ten weeks. Therefore, students who learn

to read at the same time may take between 18 and 20 weeks to complete this basic

portion of contemporary Cambodian.
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CONTEMPOR ARY CAMBODIAN

With each lesson is provided at least one tape-recorded passage to be used

by the student for listening comprehension practice. For each such passage a

detailed set of questions is supplied in an appendix in this volume. These sets

of questions can be used by the student to check himself to make sure he has

understood everything in the passage. Each question is followed by a parenthe

sized number indicating roughly the number of units, items, or parts the answer

should contain. The comprehension passages can be included as part of the

students I formal classroom work by being assigned in a Ilab houri, or they may be

given as homework, or they may be used as a means of review.

students can begin to learn the Cambodian alphabet and start practicing

reading early in their studies. It may be convenient to have students read the

reading passage in lessons for which they have already studied the dialogues

and the drills, so that they will be reading several lessons behind the lesson

at which they are studying speaking. For instance, students studying the

dialogue and drills of Lesson 40 might be reading the passage supplied with

Lesson 37 or Lesson 38.

Objection is sometimes made to early teaching of reading because students

mix styles, using literary words that they have picked up from reading in

inappropriate places in speech. Since almost all the words in the reading

passages of this volume are taken from the preceding dialogues and drills, which

represent spoken usage, and new words in the reading passages are almost never

literary or highly formal (and are so labeled if they are literary or formal),

teaching students to read early in their study of Cambodian need not lead them

to misuse literary words in speech.

The Cambodian writing system is not introduced in this volume in a compre

hensive way. Franklin Huffmanls Introduction to Cambodian Writing and Beginning

Reader (New Haven, 1970) contains a carefUlly worked out and complete set of

programmed exercises (beginning at page 87). This book can be used with

Contemporary Cambodian, or the teacher can introduce Cambodian script himself,

making up his own exercises. Because Huffmanls romanization is slightly

different from the one used in this book, tables comparing the two systems are

supplied below for classes which use both this book and the Huffman text. It

is not recommended that the reading selections Huffman supplies be used with

this volume, since, while they are comprehensive and well-chosen, their inclu

sion in the first 15 or 20 weeks of the program of study would involve excessive

increase in the students I vocabulary-learning load.
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CONTEMPORARY CAMBODIAN

Both the teacher and the student should note that the pronunciation of

Cambodian spoken at normal speed differs from that of Cambodian being read

aloud. Reading pronunciation is considerably closer to spelling than is the

usual spoken pronunciation. The transcription used in these lessons

is meant to represent spoken usage as closely as possible. As a result of this

fact, the transcription will often obscure written distinctions: for instance,

the transcription /peloom/ can represent ei ther~fi or U'~. , both of which

mean Ito cheat, to fool, to confuse. I In later lessons certain words which are

more characteristic of written usage than spoken usage are transcribed according

to reading pronunciation, e.g(jtf~tf~~~/protebatkaa/ loperation. I

II. Cambodian Summary

The following is written for the use of Cambodian instructors. It is

especially recommended that inexperienced teachers read it through. It is

recommended that students using this book with a private instructor, especially
•in Cambodia, call this section to the instructor s attention.
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